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Adversarial AE’s [Makhzani et al., ICLR ’16]
(by far not exhaustive)
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Enforce distributional properties through adversarial training
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Bandwidth selection can be challenging,
as the scaling greatly differs!
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Homogeneous arrangement!

Radius r = r3

What if

z 7→ fθ (z)

η/2

Latent space Z

I PH tracks topological changes as the ball radius r increases
I Connectivity information is caputred by 0-dim. persistent homology

beneﬁcial for KDE
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Connectivity loss
Q: How can we control topological properties (connectivity properties in particular)?
Until now, we could not backpropagate through PH
Gradient signal
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Intuitively, during training ...
... the reconstruction loss controls what is worth capturing
... the connectivity loss controls how to topologically organize the latent space
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Computation of a one-class score

r = η/2
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import torch
import chofer_torchex.pershom as pershom
batch = torch.randn(10,5, requires_grad=True)
batch = batch.to(’cuda’)
non_ess, ess = pershom.vr_persistence_l1(batch,0,0)
example_loss = non_ess[:,1].sum()
example_loss.backward()

https://github.com/c-hofer/COREL_icml2019

PyTorch code available!

